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Little has been written on the subject, and much of that is scattered throughout dozens of books and
magazines. Because of this, it has been difficult for the student to obtain all the information necessary to his
becoming a proficient coin worker. This deficiency in magical literature has long been recognized, but little
has been done about it. In recent years there have appeared a few books devoted partly to coin magic but
none has filled the necessary need adequately.
Of course, not all the material in this book is new. It is not intended to be. The purpose, as mentioned in the
beginning, is to cover the subject of sleight of hand coin magic in all its practical aspects. To do this it has
been necessary to include many of the standard principles of the past. However, all out-of-date or otherwise
impractical sleights have been eliminated. Only the best and most useful have been retained. To these basic
principles have been added many new and revolutionary ideas, all of which should give the student a
conception of coin magic hitherto unknown.
The best coin tricks require skill, but there are few magicians today who are willing to spend the necessary
time and practice obtaining that skill. Jean Hugard summarized his opinion on the subject well when he said,
“There is an unfortunate trend among those who dabble in magic, and even those who rate themselves as
magicians, to avoid anything that requires a little study and practice and to rely on tricks that work
themselves, tricks ‘that can be done five minutes after you receive them,’ as we see advertised so often.”
Of all the branches of magic none is so practical as the manipulation of coins. Coins are always available. If
a magician can do a few coin tricks he is always prepared to entertain.
Learning the moves of tricks and sleights is not enough. They should be practiced over and over, dozens of
times, so that you can do them automatically, without thinking. Only then will you be able to give your
attention to presentation, patter, misdirection, and all those things that have so much to do with making a
magician a success. The secret workings of a trick are only a means to an end.
A well-presented trick is like a beautiful piece of music—audiences never tire of it. I have seen Blackstone
perform the Dancing Handkerchief dozens of times but I always enjoy seeing it again. And Le Paul with his
beautiful card magic. Who could tire of watching him! And so it is with all good entertainers—they are
masters of their art and people always welcome the opportunity of seeing them again and again. And if it be
your desire to master this art, take heart; for ‘No man is his crafts’ master the first day.’
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From reader reviews:

Connie Bannister:

Now a day individuals who Living in the era just where everything reachable by match the internet and the
resources inside it can be true or not call for people to be aware of each facts they get. How people have to
be smart in acquiring any information nowadays? Of course the reply is reading a book. Reading through a
book can help people out of this uncertainty Information specifically this Modern Coin Magic book as this
book offers you rich details and knowledge. Of course the knowledge in this book hundred per-cent
guarantees there is no doubt in it you probably know this.

Jose Anderson:

The particular book Modern Coin Magic will bring that you the new experience of reading the book. The
author style to explain the idea is very unique. If you try to find new book to study, this book very suited to
you. The book Modern Coin Magic is much recommended to you to study. You can also get the e-book
through the official web site, so you can quickly to read the book.

Andrew Nixon:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style in this era globalization. With looking at you can get a lot of
information that can give you benefit in your life. With book everyone in this world can certainly share their
idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. Lots of author can inspire their reader with their story or their
experience. Not only the storyline that share in the guides. But also they write about the ability about
something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your young ones, there
are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors these days always try to improve their ability in
writing, they also doing some analysis before they write to the book. One of them is this Modern Coin
Magic.

Gail Cote:

The book with title Modern Coin Magic has a lot of information that you can discover it. You can get a lot of
help after read this book. This particular book exist new knowledge the information that exist in this e-book
represented the condition of the world currently. That is important to yo7u to find out how the improvement
of the world. This specific book will bring you within new era of the syndication. You can read the e-book
on the smart phone, so you can read this anywhere you want.
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